
View your properties anywhere, anytime!

We strive to offer the best in Site Security Services for both hire 

and sales. Our Solar/Wireless Security Camera Systems can 

monitor and protect your site and assets.

With 24/7 visibility, take control and reduce your risk of theft and 

crime. Whatever your site requirements, we have a camera to suit 

your needs with both in ground and above ground installation 

options available.

SITE SECURITY 
PROTECTION

TURRET CAMERA
Single or Double

HIRE and SALE 
options available

AI SMART MOTION DETECTION
Our AI motion detection technology helps focus on humans 

and vehicles. The device will only trigger an alarm when the 

preset intrusion type (human or vehicle) takes place. Videos 

related to the alarm events are then sorted into human and 

vehicle categories for easier footage searches. 

PROGRAMMABLE TRIGGER ZONES
As each site has different conditions, 1300SiteCam can 

customize trigger detection zones to provide accurate 

detection of intrusion events.

IN GROUND
1 x 4m strong steel pole

1 x Secure in ground spike

600mm in ground spike

Requires access to the ground

Can’t be installed on concrete

INSTALLATION OPTIONS

ABOVE GROUND
1 x 4m strong steel pivoting pole

1 x  Above ground, weighted modular steel base, forkliftable

Weighs approx. 450kg

Size of base is that of a standard pallet

Ground needs to be flat and sturdy to hold the weight

Solar & battery 

 (no power needed)

24/7 Live view  

(smart phone / tablet)
Artificial intelligence 

(motion detection)
Alert emails 

with 3 photos & app 
push notifications

Telstra 4G 
wireless internet

Flood & strobe light 

(on motion detection)
Night vision mode

 (30m motion 
detection)

4MP wide 
angle  

camera lense

Water & dust 
resistant

(IP67)

180° CAMERA Single

360° CAMERA Double

PT CAMERA
Pan and Tilt Camera

All models include:

TIME LAPSE
Photos are captured (usually every 30minutes) and saved 

to the Cloud server. When required these photos are put 

together into a Time Lapse video. Time lapse functionality 

can be put on hold and restarted when required.

OPTIONAL ADD ONS

SECURITY MONITORING
1300SiteCam can provide 24/7 site monitoring. If this is of 

interest, please contact us for further information.

1300 748 322
1300SiteCam.com.au

SOLD THROUGH

1300 748 322
1300SiteCam.com.au

SOLD THROUGH



DETECTION & COVERAGE RANGE

DOUBLE TURRET
Ideal in narrow walkways, site entrance gates and site offices,  

when you need to monitor two different directions.

SINGLE TURRET
For single site applications.  

Provides coverage to both sides of a fence.

60M30M60M 30M

104°

30M

60M

Single Turret 2K TURRET CAMERA Double Turret

180° CAMERA
For large areas and along fence lines.

180°

30M

60M

180° / 360° CAMERA 180° Single Camera 360° Double Camera 

PT CAMERA

360° CAMERA
For sites that require all-round vision.

360°

30M

60M

PT CAMERA
For stable positions to monitor yards  

and construction site progress. 

90°

60M

ColorVu Technology enables cameras to produce  

colorful videos even in extremely dimly lit environments.  

It’s large aperture provides vivid and colorful images 

even in low light, prevents reflections and loss of details 

caused by infrared lighting and over exposure.

Our ‘Pan and Tilt’ camera provides 

the function to control the camera 

view from an app using your smart 

phone or tablet.

 

With all the quality features of 

our other cameras, it also has the 

capability to be panned and tilted 

all around the pole. Allowing you 

better vision and the flexibiliy to 

view any angle, for any detail, at 

any time.


